Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) today is a serious issue. Many countries have instituted IAQ standards and have come up with strategies that address emissions and IAQ control. These countries have focused not just on residential areas but have addressed commercial offices/complexes, auditoriums and even air conditioned buses/trains. Today, there are no IAQ standards in India and research on IAQ and health is rather "thin".

In this Seminar, there were presentations on:

Indoor Air Quality – International Perspectives and Partnership Approach

IAQ & Health and

IAQ in Building Codes.

These presentations were followed by a Panel that would speak the regulatory aspects; current research; emissions from paints and seals and IAQ control.
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About this Seminar:
IAQ today is a serious issue. Many countries have instituted IAQ standards and have come up with strategies that address Indoor emissions and control. These countries have focused not just on residential areas but have addressed commercial offices/complexes, auditoriums and even air conditioned buses/trains. Today, there are no IAQ standards in India and research on IAQ and health is rather “thin”.

Idea is to get Research/Academia; Builders/Architects; Entertainment Plaza Operators, Air Cleaning and Air Quality Monitoring companies; Paint and Seal manufacturers, Medical fraternity; Media, Policy/Planners and Regulators to come together and work towards lobbying IAQ standards and related strategies for India.

About Environmental Management Centre LLP:
Environmental Management Centre LLP (EMC LLP) was established in 1996. EMC LLP’s consulting services are essentially strategic, knowledge driven and supported through research and training. In all the consulting assignments, EMC LLP’s expertise lies in harmonizing economic, environmental and social considerations (often called triple bottom line) in the business logic, development plans and policy frameworks.

Over the past 15 years, EMC LLP has conceived, developed and executed a number of national, regional and international assignments that have set several “firsts”. Many of these assignments have stimulated action leading to policy reforms, sustainable investments and led to long term capacity building.

Visit www.emcentre.com to know more about EMC LLP.

About Ekonnct:
EMC LLP recognizes importance of building capacity and careers of students and professionals in the field of environmental management. Towards this end, EMC LLP has made conscious efforts by establishing a networking platform called Ekonnct. EMC LLP distinguishes itself from the commercial consulting world through practicing Ekonnct initiatives.


Ekonnct is fully supported by EMC LLP. Visit www.ekonnct.net for more details on each of the above initiatives. Event on "Indoor Air Quality" is the third Seminar of Ekonnct Series.
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PROGRAM:

03:00 Registration and Tea/Coffee

03:30 Welcome: Roshni Udyavar Yehuda,
Head, Rachana Sansad’s Institute of Environmental Architecture

03:35 Indoor Air Quality: International and India Perspective: Need for a Partnership Approach
Prasad Modak, Executive President, EMC LLP

03:50 Indoor Air Quality & Health: Amita Athavale, Head, EPRC, KEM Hospital*

04:10 Indoor Air Quality Control: Technology Options: Mahesh Dhongade, Honeywell

04:30 Indoor Air Quality in Green Building Codes: Reshma Kulkarni, Associate EMC LLP and
Ex-US GBC

04:50 Panel Discussion
Ajay Deshpande- MPCA; Rakesh Kumar- NEERI*; Shilpa Chavan-Lad- Godrej;
Representative from Asian Paints*; Roshni Udyavar Yehuda

05:45 Concluding Session: Next Steps: Prasad Modak, Executive President, EMC LLP

06:00 Close

There are no registration fees
Soft copies of presentations will be made available at www.ekonnect.net
RSVP: Sreemoyee Chakraborty @ 9987165118 or sreemoyee.chakraborty@emcentre.com
* Confirmation awaited